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Unidentified French demonstrators protest President Emmanuel Macron’s Global Security Bill that
grants greater power to the police force.

By Lorelei McCampbell

O

n November 17,
French
President
Emmanuel Macron
presented the “Global Security Bill” as part of a
growing initiative to give
more power to the police.
The bill has been met with
mass protests and criticism across France due
to its violation of privacy
laws and police accountability infringement.
Three articles of the
bill have raised concern
among French citizens,

two of which are Articles
21 and 22. These articles
allow the police and paramilitary forces to film citizens using body cameras and drones with facial
recognition. This footage
will be live-streamed to a
command post.
Also controversial is Article 24, which penalizes
the publishing of images
of on-duty police officers
if the images are published
with the intent to harm
their “physical or psychological integrity.” The article also states that any

offenders could face unprecedented punishment:
up to a year in prison and
fines of €45,000.
While the articles were
met with public anger
when first proposed, two
events in late November
further exacerbated negative public sentiment.
On November 23, footage of police clearing a
temporary migrant camp
in central Paris showed
police tipping migrants
out of their tents and
chasing them through the

each year, led by La Plagne in France, which annually attracts 2.5 million
tourists on average.
Nonetheless,
Italy,
France, and Germany favor closing ski resorts
through mid-January at
the earliest.
German
Chancellor
Angela Merkel met with
Italian prime minister Giuseppe Conte and French
President Emmanuel Macron, calling for the widespread shutdown of winter sports until January
to avoid further spreading
the virus.

By Nicholas Donnellan

EUROPE’S SEASON OF
SKI TOURISM DURING
COVID-19

By Michael Hlavaty

A

s the holiday season
approaches, European ski resorts are
amongst the most heavily
impacted industries by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
The second wave of cases has prompted Europe’s
politicians to further delay the opening of the active and much-anticipated
winter destinations. Italy ’s
ski resorts earn about 11
billion euros annually, a
third generated during the
holidays. France’s ski resorts employ over 120,000
seasonal workers and generate about 10 billion euros
annually, a quarter from
the holidays. Combined,
the two nations’ resorts
attract millions of tourists

shutterstock.com

CONtINUED as “European Governments Weigh the Importance of
an Operating Ski Season during
Covid-19” ON PAGE 4

streets. The migrants, who
claimed they were forced
to live on the streets, were
joined by protestors. They
linked arms and created a
crowd of several hundred
people, chanting “papers
for all, accommodation for
all!” The police countered
such protests with riot
shields, shoving, tear gas,
and batons.
The mayor of Paris,
Anne Hidalgo, declared
this incident “unacceptable” and accused the
police of using a “brutal and disproportionate
use of force.” The Interior Minister Gérald Darmanin tweeted a similar
response, saying that the
footage was “shocking,”
and ordered a full report
on the police’s actions.
The second event was
first reported on November 26 and involved the
racial abuse and beating of
a black man. Michel Zecler, 41, a music producer
famous in French rap, was
walking to the entrance
of his music studio on the
evening of November 21.
Mr. Zecler said he had
forgotten to wear a mask
in a breach of France’s
pandemic guidelines.
CONtINUED as “Protests over
French Security Bill” ON PAGE 3

IRANIAN NUCLEAR
SCIENTIST ASSASSINATED,
SPARKING CONTROVERSY

W

hile only a few
weeks
ago, it
seemed that tensions with Iran were on
the downswing after fury
over the assassination of
General Qasem Soleimani, the killing of an Iranian nuclear scientist has
upended progress made to
mend the diplomatic gap.
On November 27, Mohsen
Fakhrizadeh was killed
while on the road with his
wife. There is no consensus on the precise weapon
or attacker, but Fakhrizadeh received 13 bullets to
his body, which proved
to be fatal. Following the
attack, a nearby pickup
truck exploded, likely due
to a bomb planted within
the vehicle.

Mohsen
Fakhrizadeh,
a former physics professor, was appointed to lead
a 1989 Iranian nuclear
weapons project and was
a member of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps, an elite Iranian
military unit. His involvement in nuclear projects
garnered him relative
fame both within Iran and
among the international community. While the
nuclear weapons project,
named “Project Amad,”
was allegedly shut down
in 2003, many believe that
the work continued in secret, still led by Fakhrizadeh.
CONtINUED as “Iranian Nuclear
Scientist Assassinated, Reigniting
Tensions Between Iran and US/
Israel Coalition” ON PAGE 4
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THOUSANDS OF INDIAN FARMERS CROWD THE
CAPITAL TO PROTEST NEW AGRICULTURAL LAWS

BY Amber Ting

I

n New Delhi, India, thousands of agricultural workers
are taking to the streets to
protest recent agrarian reforms.
Some of them are journeying—
by car and on foot—from nearby states like Punjab, Haryana,
and Uttar Pradesh. Holding
signs that say, “Hands Off Our
Farms,” “No Farmers? No Food,”
and “ We Are Farmers, Not Terrorists,” they are blocking off
streets in 24-hour strikes.
India’s
parliament
passed
three agricultural reform bills
in September 2020. The first
act, the Farmers’ Produce Trade
and Commerce (Promotion and
Facilitation) Bill, enabled electronic trading and fee-free trade
in areas like factories and silos.
Previously, trade could only occur in specific areas called market gardens. The second act, the
Farmers (Empowerment and
Protection) Agreement on Price
Assurance and Farm Services
Bill, dealt with contracts and
dispute resolution. The third
act, the Essential Commodities
(Amendment) Bill, concerned
commodities
like
foodstuff,
drugs, and fuel. It allowed the
Indian government to regulate
supplies in cases of war, famine,
natural disasters, or price hikes.
Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi called the passage of the
acts a “watershed moment.”
Government officials claimed
the acts would give farmers more
autonomy. Government justifications were two-fold: officials
maintained the bills would open
up trade and allow farmers to

Farmers crowd tractor while listening to fellow protesters speak.

sell directly to private businesses—potentially via contracts at
high agreed-upon prices.
While reactions to the Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Bill were largely positive,
the Farmers (Empowerment and
Protection) Agreement on Price
Assurance and Farm Services
Bill and the Essential Commodities (Amendment) Bill were met
with strong opposition from India’s populace. Critics claimed
the Farmers (Empowerment and
Protection) Agreement on Price
Assurance and Farm Services
Bill could prevent farmers from
challenging large corporate entities in the courtroom. Officials
from the Indian National Congress and Bahujan Samaj Party,
the third largest party, are among
the most outspoken of the bills’
The people who brought this issue
dissenters.
together:
The Bill tasked an Appellate
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Publisher: ment officers, with dispute resSophia Hlavaty
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olution in a three-step process.
Many protesters have expressed
concern that the bills will leave
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people—are economically dependent on farming.
Agricultural
workers
have
wanted farmer-friendly reforms
for years. In 2017, the Standing Committee on Agriculture
suggested a number of reforms,
including a couple regulating
agricultural produce market
committees. Reports were positively received, but a year later,
the Committee noted that many
reforms had not been implemented.
Many agricultural workers expected government policies to
address Minimum Support Prices (MSPs), or market interventions meant to protect people
from sharp price drops. MSPs
were notably absent in the reform bills, exasperating protesters’ displeasure.
Perhaps the fact that India’s
agricultural workers have sought
change for so long only to see reform bills fall so short of expectations has fueled their willingness to protest. Indeed, protests
probably would have occurred
even earlier in the
absence of lockdowns in reaction
to Covid-19. Now,
protests show no
signs of stopping,
while New Delhi
remains a hotspot
for the pandemic,
potentially causing an increase in
the test positivity rate. India has
close to 10,000
Covid-19 cases as
of this moment—
the second-highest global total,

Theguardian.com

second only to the U.S.
Government officials have
tried to meet with farmers and
farmers’ unions behind the
scenes—probably
hoping
to
lower Covid-19 infection rates
and quell further unrest. Hours
of talks later, however, protests
continue. Police officers have
tried to block off urban areas,
but protestors have camped out
in rural areas and around the
city ’s outskirts.
Police officials have reportedly
fired tear gas and water cannons
at crowds. However, protestors
have reportedly pelted officers
with stones and committed acts
of property destruction.
Many farmers have said they
will not stop protesting until
guaranteed MSPs and the ability to take companies to court.
Union Agriculture Minister Narendra Tomar led a seven-hour
negotiation. But while he promised “MSP will continue,” no
MSP-inclusive reform amendment has been approved yet.

elizabeth chou
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PROTESTS OVER FRENCH SECURITY BILL

Continued From Page 1

V

ideo footage from Mr. Zecler’s studio shows three
officers abruptly entering
the studio without any verbal announcement. The police claimed
that they detained Mr. Zecler
on charges of violence and resisting arrest because he was not
wearing a mask and smelled like
marijuana. The video footage
says otherwise.
After storming into Mr. Zecler’s studio, the police officers
proceeded to beat him for six
minutes and call him racial slurs.
Mr. Zecler was detained and released only after the footage was
published on November 26 by a
French news website, Loopsider.
After Mr. Zecler was released,
an investigation began into the
police officers accused of abusive behavior.
The extreme force used at the
migrant camps and the racial
abuse and beating of Mr. Zelcer

lead to widespread protests
throughout France. Citing this
footage as evidence, protesters
say that police officers would
not be held accountable without
video footage, and, such as in Mr.
Zecler’s case, citizens would still
be unrightfully detained. Since
the bill was first proposed, the
interior ministry estimates that
about 52,350 people have protested around France, led by media freedom and human rights
groups. In response, Macron’s
party announced they would rewrite Article 24, but protestors
insist that the bill needs to be
scrapped altogether—not rewritten. The United Nations’
human rights chief, Michelle
Bachelet, urged France to review
and ultimately withdraw the article.
For many protestors, this bill
also represents the government ’s
slow shift to the right since the
beginning of Macron’s presidency. Macron’s political party,

La République en Marche (LaRem), is a centrist and liberal
party founded by Macron. The
French President will be running
for presidency again in 2022 and
will face right-wing politicians.
Marine Le Pen, a part of the National Rally political party, will
likely be Macron’s largest competitor. Le Pen’s far-right political stances have had her labeled
as
a
neo-fascist. Progressive
French
citizens
are becoming increasingly
upset as Marcon
tries to appeal to
more
conservative voters but is
abandoning any
chance of having
a
left-centered
president.
As the article is
rewritten and the
“Global Security Bill” is further

discussed, French voters will
scrutinize Macron’s future actions, as they may be vital to his
reelection in 2022. Similarly, the
world will also bear witness to
France’s response. As police brutality has become an increasingly important social justice topic, France may provide guidance
on what to do. Or contrastingly,
what not to do.

GRACE WANG

ECONOMY

EAST ASIAN TRADE UNITES: THE RCEP AND
THE RISING CHINESE INFLUENCE

BY Charlie Benjamin

F

ifteen countries in the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) and five
regional partners signed the
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (the RCEP)
on November 15. The RCEP is
arguably the largest free trade
agreement in history and results
in East Asian economies becoming more interconnected than
ever before.
The RCEP will connect about
30% of the world’s people and
has enormous potential to bring
in massive gains for those countries involved. According to
simulations recently published
by the Peterson Institute for
International Economics, the
RCEP could add about $400 billion to world trade by as early as
2030. However, trade for countries that are not members will
decrease by around $48 billion
globally. The U.S. was originally
part of the RCEP but pulled out
early. To maintain current trade
arrangements and foster new
ones, the U.S. has now limited
itself in terms of options. There
is still time for the U.S. to join
the RCEP, and under the Biden
administration, this would be
more likely though still not
probable.
The RCEP also represents a
considerable milestone in China’s battle with the U.S. for trade
influence. After the Trump administration withdrew from the
previous Asian trade agreement
that excluded China, the U.S.’s

trade influence in the region
has weakened significantly. It
seems that China has the upper
hand once again, as it can set the
terms for trade in the Asia-Pacific region. The RCEP ’s fifteen
members also outnumber the
eleven members of the previous
deal that China was locked out
of.
Politics were a large issue in
constructing this trade agreement as the two largest members, China and Japan, were too

place by the Trump administration. The RCEP is quite aware
of its participants’ political sensitivity, but it was the U.S.’s own
internal conflicts that kept it out
of such a beneficial deal. Though
the RCEP tackles a smaller range
of issues than some other trade
deals, the broad unification of
countries makes the RCEP such
an important agreement.
Southeast Asia will also
greatly benefit from the RCEP,
though less directly than North-

politically volatile to construct
the plan. Instead, ASEAN took
on creating the RCEP back in
2012 in a deal that also added
India, Australia, and New Zealand. India has since left the
RCEP due to decisions made by
Modi’s administration. The U.S.
also pulled out due to security and economic policies put in

east Asia, as it already had free
trade policies with many RCEP
members. Indirectly, the RCEP
might result in other free trade
agreements that would benefit
Northeast Asia. Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs agreed to
open negotiations with China
and South Korea about a potential trade deal if the RCEP goes

into effect. This trilateral trade
agreement has been stuck for a
while now due to quarreling between countries. The RCEP deal
will also likely provide access to
Chinese Belt and Road Initiative funds, which will increase
market gains by strengthening
transport, energy, and communication links. Alongside increased market gains, the RCEP
will also attract foreign investment.
With the growing unity and
trade regulations in East Asia,
China is clearly rising in power
and influence over trade. Considering that the U.S. is currently in
a trade war with China, staying
out of the RCEP deal might lead
to a shift in power. The approach
of isolating China and cutting
off supply chains might not be
economically viable anymore as
China is one of the central powers in the RCEP. Another solution to this situation for the U.S.
would be to integrate itself into
various trade deals, including
the RCEP, while maintaining
a smaller range of policies that
wouldn’t inhibit foreign trade as
much. This would increase the
strength of the U.S. and also buy
it time and the position from
which to formulate more aggressive trade plans. If the U.S.
can get a foot in the door with
the RCEP or any of these other
East Asia trade deals, this position would almost certainly help
it set up future negotiations and
deals with various Asian countries.
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EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS WEIGH THE
IMPORTANCE OF AN OPERATING SKI SEASON
DURING COVID-19

Ischgl, Austria - Packed with visitors during the holidays raises concerns regarding the resort’s preparedness.

Continued From Page 1
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EU does in fact force skiing ar- as Switzerland is not even in the tion must be favorable, and there
must be space in the hospitals
eas to stay closed, that will mean EU.”
n response, Jean-Lu Boch, costs of up to 2 billion euros. If
Now, the Swiss government for both ski-related injuries and
mayor of La Plagne and ski resorts have to stay shut, the finds itself in a dilemma. By Covid-19 patients. A failure to
president of the lobby group EU has to offer compensation.” closing the ski resorts, they adhere to these guidelines may
France Montagne, said accordHowever, there would be new open themselves to the frustra- result in that resort losing their
ing to The Guardian, “ We don’t guidelines to prevent another Is- tion of desperate and politically permit.
understand. This is a huge blow chgl-like situation. Austria plans powerful alpine cantons. Keep
In response to Switzerland’s
for regions that rely on winter only to open their ski slopes— the resorts open, and face their decision, France and Germany
sports for up to 40% of their not the surrounding hotels or powerful neighboring countries’ have taken steps to essentialeconomy.”
restaurants. The ski slopes would fury. The government is cur- ly seal off their borders. France
After failing to reach an thus be mostly composed of lo- rently staying true to Berset ’s will conduct border checks to
agreement with other Europe- cals who can make day trips.
statement, keeping their resorts stop citizens from skiing abroad,
an countries about the shutAustria is not the only coun- open—but with new restrictions and Germany will impose strict
down, Merkel told the German try that disagrees with their in place.
quarantine on returning citizens.
parliament according to The neighbors’ proposal. Switzerland
Whether the Swiss or AustriSwiss resorts aim to maintain
Guardian, “If you listen to nois- is also adamant about keeping social distancing in queues, strict an approach will succeed would
es coming out of Austria, it sad- their resorts open and opening limits on après-ski gatherings, be determined in mid-January,
ly doesn’t currently look like we those that have not already.
reduced numbers in cable cars, after assessing infection rates
will find an easy solution—but
Entire regions of Switzerland and mandatory mask-wearing on post-holiday season.
we will try again.”
depend on winter sports. In lifts. The epidemiological situaAustria’s Alpine resort, Is- Grindelwald, a mounchgl, is considered the heart of tainous region located in
the European outbreak of the the center of the counvirus. There, hundreds of skiers try, two new ski lifts that
became infected due to après- cost $500 million were
ski activities such as parties and opened. After years of
other social gatherings. The ski- planning and building,
ers then brought the virus with the chairlifts would be
them back to their countries. able to carry skiers up to
Austria’s public health agency the slopes in a few minestimated 800 infected Austri- utes. Grindelwald needs
ans and up to twice the amount customers to maintain
in German and Scandinavian and profit from the
countries.
much-anticipated addiAustria still plans to reopen Is- tion to the mountain.
chgl along with the rest of their
Regardless,
Switski resorts—16 of which attract zerland’s
neighboring
over one million visitors, making countries are encouragAustria the most popular Euro- ing the Swiss governpean country for skiing. Given ment to close the resorts
that Austria’s ski resorts con- until mid-January at
tribute about 15% to the coun- least. According to BBC
try’s GDP, the Austrian econo- News, Swiss health minmy must maintain some profit ister Alain Berset stated
from the winter athletics season. Switzerland won’t “react
GRACE WANG
Austria’s finance minister, Ger- to pressure [from counSwitzerland and Austria refuse to fold under their neighbors pressure, keeping ski resorts open
not Blümel, stated that “If the tries such as Germany],
during the holiday season.

I
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IRANIAN NUCLEAR SCIENTIST MOHSEN FAKHRIZADEH
ASSASSINATED, REIGNITING TENSIONS BETWEEN IRAN
AND US/ISRAEL COALITION

Continued From Page 1

H

e also helped to develop a
Covid-19 testing system
for Iran when the country was struck with rising infections. Since the 2015 Iran nuclear agreement that established
limitations on Iran’s civilian nuclear enrichment program, the
creation of a nuclear weapon has
accelerated, and international
agreements relating to uranium and enrichment have been
violated. Most notably, the Israeli Prime Minister, Benjamin
Netanyahu, claimed Fakhrizadeh had been building a nuclear weapon. Netanyahu was also
quoted saying, “remember that
name” in reference to the scientist.
The international community
has not reached a clear consensus on the events of the murder.
The perpetrator of the attack
remains unknown. That being
said, Iran has proposed a theory
received with mixed reaction by
many governments and analysts.
According to Iranian officials,
Israel made use of a remote-controlled machine gun to kill
Fakhrizadeh. An Iranian official
later added that the weapon was
activated by a “satellite-controlled smart system” and that
Israel also used Artificial Intelligence technology to kill the
scientist. While Israel did not
directly respond to the allegation, a security cabinet minister,
Yoav Galant, maintained that
the existence of such technolo-

gy is outside of his knowledge,
instead claiming that he saw “a
great deal of embarrassment on
the Iranian side.” Other Iranian sources declare initial reports and eyewitness accounts
describe a firefight between the
scientist ’s bodyguards and several attackers, with some accounts
stating around a dozen attackers.
Israel rebuffed this claim and
subsequently attempted to prove
their noninvolvement, declaring
that their assassinations do not
occur in such a manner.
While evidence of direct involvement by Israel in the killing has not come to light yet,
there is historical documentation of Israeli involvement in
Iranian affairs. If the rumor that
this was an Israeli sponsored assassination is proven correct, it
would not be the first time Israel has sponsored or planned
the murder of Iranian scientists.
From 2010 to 2012, Israel assassinated four Iranian scientists
and nearly killed a fifth. Israel
has historically been opposed
to Iranian nuclear activities and
is critical of actions taken by
Iran in the Middle East. Moreover, the unmanned technology
described by Iran is not unlike
the technology currently used
by the Israeli military. Rafael
Advanced Defence Systems, a
company with close links to the
Israeli Defence Forces, describes
one of its weapons technologies (the SAMSON) as being a
“high-performance remote-con-

trol weapon station.” In
addition, President Donald Trump had been discussing a possible strike
on Iranian nuclear facilities only weeks before
the assassination.
The Iranian response is
fueled by the support of
its people, who expressed
great anger over the recent political assassinations and U.S. sanctions.
The Iranian representative to the United
Nations demanded an
investigation into the
assassination and a condemnation of the actions
taken. While officials
have stated that the killing was
a violation of international law,
the UN security council has not
considered taking any action.
Iranian military and government
officials have declared that they
will seek revenge for the killing and have begun referring to
Fakhrizadeh as the “martyr doctor.” The assassination and recent unexplained fires in Iranian
nuclear facilities have prompted
the Iranian government to further bolster its nuclear spending and research programs. According to recent investigations,
construction of a larger, underground nuclear facility is underway near the Natanz nuclear facility site. The government has
also doubled nuclear spending in
response to the killing, worrying
many about the future of a new

ZOE CHOW

nuclear deal.
American President-elect Joe
Biden and his team have been
put in a difficult situation by the
killing, regardless of the perpetrator. His advisors expressed
that they will seek to form another nuclear control deal with
Iran. However, with Iran’s outraged populace and increased
dedication to the continuation
of its nuclear program, an agreement about the specifications in
a new deal seems unlikely. In addition, Israel has advocated for
a more aggressive approach towards Iran, something the Trump
administration was particularly
receptive to and in favor of. Despite what the situation may be,
it remains a fact that relations
between the US-Israel coalition
and Iran have only continued to
deteriorate. Each path proposed
has its pros and cons, but an outcome where both sides benefit
is not very likely. Nonetheless,
policy-makers will have to seriously look into the instability of
the Middle East and reconsider the U.S. position in order to
reach something resembling an
equitable relationship.
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Offensive missiles at military museum in Iran.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ETHIOPIAN CONFLICT
WITH TIGRAY

By Max Boesch-Powers

O

ngoing fighting between
the national army and
forces in the country’s
Tigray region has Ethiopia on
the brink of a civil war. Since
the violence started on November 4, hundreds have been killed
while thousands more have fled
to neighboring Sudan.
Ethiopia’s rapid deterioration
has widely been considered a
result of the postponed September election, which would
have elected new members to
the House of Peoples’ Representatives. The federal government
postponed the election due to
the coronavirus pandemic and
proposed that it be held instead
in May or June of 2021.
Months after the original election date, Prime Minister Abiy
Ahmed launched a military offensive against Tigrayan forces
after accusing them of seizing
a military base in the regional
capital of Mekelle. November 4
marked the beginning of the resurgence of armed conflict in the
Tigray region in northern Ethiopia. However, to fully unearth
the simmering tensions between
the region and Ethiopia’s central government, it ’s necessary
to look back at 1975, when The
Tigray People’s Liberation Front
(TPLF) was founded. ³
At its inception, the TPLF
was established to combat “The
Derg,” the military junta looking
to fill the power vacuum removing Emperor Haile Selassie from
office in 1974 created. A bloody
civil war between The Derg and
the TPLF followed the emperor’s unseating, killing tens of
thousands of young people. The
political turmoil became known
as Ethiopia’s “Red Terror.” From
the conflict arose the Tigray
People’s Liberation Front, which
was founded by eleven men to
destabilize “The Derg.”
Over almost two decades, the
TPLF evolved into Ethiopia’s
most powerful armed liberation group. In 1991, the TPLF,
along with its counterparts in
the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front
(EPRDF), overthrew the military government and established
the EPRDF as Ethiopia’s ruling
assembly.
Throughout TPLF ’s 27 years
in power, child mortality rates
plummeted, and widespread
famine was eliminated. However, Ethiopia remained a one-party system, and the reality of
Tigrayan control irked the new
generation. ⁴
As a result, years of anti-government demonstrations
emerged. The conflict was due
to the flaring of tensions between Ethiopia’s different ethnic
groups that each wanted control

Ethiopian Prime Minister Pabiy Ahmed meets with European Council president Donald Tusk.

of the government. Eventually,
Prime Minister Hailemariam
Desalegn stepped down, becoming the first ruler in modern
Ethiopian history to do so. At
that point in early 2018, Abiy
Ahmed was elected leader by
the House of Representatives.
Mr. Abiy is the first member
of an ethnic group called the
Oromo people who believed the
EPRDF had marginalized them
for years to become Ethiopia’s
Prime Minister. The politician
was elected on a platform of reform and became a political enemy of the TPLF shortly after
being elected.¹ Abiy endangered
the incumbent party ’s agenda by
calling out its previous leaders
for corruption and human rights
abuses, and, eventually, by removing key government officials
who were a part of the TPLF. ¹
As political tensions rose
within the country, Abiy stuck
to the promises he ran on and
began releasing political prisoners, unrestricting hundreds
of television channels, and privatizing state-owned businesses. Most notably, the new prime
minister resolved the country’s
seemingly entrenched conflict
with neighboring Eritrea and
won the Nobel Peace Prize for
that accomplishment in 2019.
Unfortunately, this period of
rare prosperity and hope came
to an abrupt end in 2019.
Last December, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed decided to
merge all ethnically-based parties to create the “Prosperity
Party.” The people of Tigray were
outraged by the decision, which
took away a lot of the region’s
political influence. The region

refused to join the “Prosperity
Party.” In addition, Abiy decided to postpone national elections
that were to be held in September, citing Covid-19 concerns.
The TPLF party accused the
prime minister unconstitutionally extending his government ’s
time in power, formed their own
electoral commission, and held
elections for an interim leader
to lead northern Ethiopia. The
defiant act threatened Abiy ’s
government position, and he
countered Tigrayan leadership
by declaring their elections unlawful. Tensions between Tigray
and the central government of
Ethiopia had reached historical
highs at that point and, a month
later, the still ongoing violence
began.
On November 4, the TPLF
unexpectedly attacked a military base in Tigray’s capital of
Mekelle that belonged to the
Ethiopian National Defense
Force (ENDF). The government maintains that the act, in
which several people died, was
out of “Self-Defence.” Abiy declared that a “red-line” had been
crossed and proceeded to shut
down the internet, telephone,
and electricity services in Tigray.
All other forms of transportation out of the region, including
flights, were banned. An aerial
retaliation attack by the ENDF
followed suit, and the situation
effectively became a civil war.
TPLF forces have since been
linked to the massacre of around
500 people on the Sudanese border, attacks on the Eritrean capital Asmara where the ENDF
used airports to launch missile
attacks, and the destruction of
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an ancient UNESCO World
Heritage site. Abiy ’s army was
accused of excessive violence
during their invasion of Mekelle
as the TPLF alleged Tigrayan
civilians had been unnecessarily
killed.
Ever since fighting began,
the risk of Ethiopia’s conflict
spreading looms. There are several potential ways in which the
fighting between the Tigrayan
people and the central government could destabilize neighboring countries. Sudan has felt
immense economic strain due to
the tens of thousands of refugees from Ethiopia, and Eritrea
has endured rocket attacks from
its longtime enemy, the TPLF.
There is significant potential for
Sudan and Eritrea to intervene
and other countries to follow.
Additionally, Ethiopia’s neighbors are quite poor, and the
economic burden of refugees as
well as the lack of safety caused
by them pose extra incentives
to step in. Overall, the current
situation has many people concerned about what ’s to come,
but the future of Ethiopia’s civil
war remains to be seen.
A glimmer of hope appeared
on December 2, when the United
Nations and Ethiopia reached a
deal to allow aid workers access
to the country ’s rapidly growing refugee populations. A few
days later, Ethiopian forces in
Tigray were confronted about
and admitted to shooting at aid
workers in the region. If that
incident was representative of
what ’s to come, lingering fears
of a regional conflict along the
unstable horn of Africa may not
be far from reality.
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JUST THE FACTS
Evo Morales
Bolvia

DEMOCRACY IN PERIL

When indigenous and working-class Bolivians
elected Evo Morales to the Bolivian presidency in 2006, the cocoa-farmer-turned-politician
promised equity and transparency. However, the
Morales administration would be marred by corruption, public outrage, and accusations of increasingly authoritarian governance—his first
decade in power would see him replace everyone
from public broadcasters to federal judgeships
with ardent followers in an attempt to secure his
stranglehold on Bolivian democracy.
In 2016, Morales moved to abolish the two-presidential-term limit that barred him from a 2019
re-election campaign. After Bolivians shot down
the proposal in a narrowly-decided national referendum, Morales turned to the Bolivian judiciary—an establishment awash with his political allies—and in November 2017, the nation’s
Constitutional Court cleared Morales to run in
2019. Morales’ efforts to prolong his administration, however, succeeded for just weeks—in
November 2019, scarcely one month after Morales’ fraud-ridden re-election, Bolivian security
forces drove the disgraced president into exile.

Nicolas Maduro
Venezuela

pri
Mexico

On December 7, 2020, Venezuelan President
Nicolas Maduro celebrated a series of sweeping 2020 congressional election victories. Yet,
Maduro’s political dominance—and his very
claim to the presidency—relies upon an ongoing campaign of political deception and violent
censorship. Maduro’s 2018 re-election campaign
saw the incumbent president run on promises of
a “new economy.” Following a contested 2018
election, Maduro’s administration only drew renewed criticism as the incensed leader censored
and murdered political opponents and civilian
protestors who questioned his presidency ’s legitimacy. In January 2019, as a peaceful transition
of power became increasingly unlikely, opposition party leader Juan Guaidó declared himself
the acting Venezuelan president in open defiance of Maduro’s regime. Despite international support from the likes of the United States,
Guaidó’s subsequent attempts to depose Maduro
have remained unsuccessful; Venezuela remains
embroiled in political controversy.

The 1988 Mexican presidential elections pitted
Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas of the National Democratic Front against Carlos Salinas de Gortari
of the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI).
Cárdenas, who enjoyed widespread support from
socialist sympathizers and Mexicans dissatisfied
with PRI policies, sought to unseat the PRI’s
decades-long dominance of the democratic
Mexican government. On election eve, the PRI
abruptly halted ballot counting and attributed
subsequent delays in election results to computer system failures. Salinas was declared the eventual winner after official results conferred 50.8%
of the popular vote to the PRI candidate, while
Cárdenas received a meager 32%. Gortari would
go on to serve a six-year presidential term.

THE 10 MOST NOTABLE
STORIES OF 2020
JANUARY 2: IRANIAN GENERAL
QASEM SOLEIMANI KILLED

Through a planned American Drone Strike by
American President Donald Trump, Iranian
General Qasem Soleimani was killed at Baghdad Airport. President Donald Trump stated
that General Qasem Soleimani was “directly and
indirectly responsible for the deaths of millions
of people” in defense of the attack, while Ayatollah Ali Khamenei responded by saying, “severe
revenge awaits the criminals” behind the attack.

JANUARY 31: U.K. FORMALLY
WITHDRAWS FROM EU

The United Kingdom formally ratified the 2016
vote, in which 52% of voters voted to leave the
European Union and European Atomic Energy
Commission. The United Kingdom is the first
European Country to leave the European Union,
notifying a resurgence of British populist conservatism.

MARCH 11, 2020: WHO DECLARES COVID-19 A PANDEMIC

The World Health Organization declared the
Covid-19 outbreak a global pandemic. The virus
was believed to have originated from a wet-market in Wuhan, China. The aftermath of the
Covid-19 outbreak would result in over 1.5 millions deaths globally and over 70 millions cases,
at the time of writing, as well as universal economic hardship.

MAY 30: NASA-SPACEX’S
‘LAUNCH AMERICA’ TAKES OFF

A team led by the American governmental
body NASA worked with the private company
SpaceX to deliver Douglas G. Hurley and Robert L. Behnken into space on the Crew Dragon
C206 Endeavor. The historic trip marked the
first time in history that a commercially built
American spacecraft operated by American crew
launched from American soil to the International Space Station

AUGUST 4: BEIRUT EXPLOSION

An explosion of Ammonium Nitrate in the port
city of Beirut resulted in the death of at least
205 people and billions of dollars of economic
hardship for Lebanon. The explosives from the
ship MV Rhosus resulted in a series of protests
and the removal of the current Lebanese administration from their positions of power.

SEPTEMBER 15: ABRAHAM
ACCORDS TAKE PLACE

The United States, Israel, the United Arab
Emirates, and Bahrain signed the four-way
agreement. The move marked the first time
since 1994 that Arab Countries fully recognized
the sovereignty of Israel, a milestone for peace
and diplomacy in the Middle East. The Accords
will bring economic interlinkage between Israel
and the Gulf States.

NOVEMBER 7: RACE WIDELY
CALLED FOR JOE BIDEN

Joe Biden defeated incumbent President
Donald Trump to become President-elect of
the United States in the 2020 Presidential
Election. With an increase in mail-in ballots, the election had a record turnout, with
both candidates receiving more votes in history than any other candidate. The election
was met with much controversy, with some
Trump supporters believing that voter fraud
had taken place.

SEPTEMBER 14: JAPAN ELECTS
NEW PRIME MINISTER

Long-time Prime Minister of Japan, Shinzo
Abe, resigned from his position due to age and
health-related reasons. Abe’s resignation came
at a time of economic hardship for Japan, which
has been suffering from significant demographic
challenges, such as an aging population, and a
significant debt crisis. It is yet to be seen how
Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga, Abe’s successor,
will enact his policy.

MAY 26: GEORGE FLOYD
PROTESTS

The killing of George Floyd, an Black man, by
police officer Derek Chauvin in America made
international headlines. Floyd’s death resulted in protests globally in response to what was
believed to be police brutality. The Black Lives
Matter movement also came to prominence, the
term becoming popularized around the world.
Although most protests were peaceful, violent
demonstrations were believed to cause between
1-2 billion dollars in damage.

In 2004, Miguel de la Madrid, PRI presidential
incumbent during the 1988 elections, confessed
that his administration falsified 1988 election
results after internal projections of a Cárdenas victory, quashing an imminent transition of
power and prolonging the PRI regime.

The AstraZeneca vaccine is one of the first vaccines that has
been developed in response to COVID-19

DECEMBER 8, 2020: U.K. GIVES
FIRST VACCINE DOSE

A protester on knee during George Floyd Protest

The United Kingdom was the first country
to use a globally recognized vaccine on a
patient, Margaret Keenan. The Pfizer and
BionTech vaccine, developed by American
company Pfizer and Germany pharmaceutical company BionTech, is an important
milestone for the vaccine program to end
Covid-19.
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WHAT BELARUS MEANS FOR PUTIN’S FUTURE
UNREST AND POPULAR PROTEST IN EX-SOVIET STATES: PART II: Since the turn of the
21st century, Russia has been seen as the primary rival of many democratic countries worldwide. Despite
China’s rapid rise in recent years, much attention remains focused on authoritarianism and democratic backsliding in Russia and other ex-Soviet countries. Ironically, however, it is at the moment when
Western countries pay the least attention to foreign affairs that these countries see the most opportunity for change. As protests consume countries like Belarus and Russia, we take a look at whether
they stand a chance of reforming the government. We’ll first analyze the demonstrations in Belarus
and then examine Russia’s recent protests. Finally, for the last issue, we’ll discuss how these protests
might impact their country leader’s grip on power and what it might mean for the world at large.

I

t has been a while since the
protests in Belarus made
headlines in America. However, despotic leaders around
the world are still looking to
Belarus—and its president Alexander Lukashenko—for its
failed approach to silence widespread opposition. More specifically, protests in the wake of a
rigged election in early August
demanding electoral accountability have persisted despite repeated police violence, upsetting
the delicate balance of Russian
politics. In response, Russian
President Vladimir Putin is further tightening his grip on power—although this show of force
will further restrict democratic expression and opposition in
Russia, it exposes the fragility
of Putin’s rule and presents the
potential for increased political
resistance in the future.
Since the first edition of this
three-part Regional Focus series
in early October, election protests in Belarus have continued
despite government oppression.
A further 18,000 protesters were
arrested by the police, though
that has not quelled their fervor.
Rather than backing down as
a result of repeated police violence, opposition leader Svetlana
Tikhanovskaya restated her dedication to election accountability
and declared in early December
that a “book of crimes” detailing

independently verified instances
of police abuse would soon be
published. While international
response remains lackluster, the
European Union has sanctioned
nearly fifty senior Belarusian
officials (including Lukashenko
himself ). It has stopped short
of placing sanctions on stateowned companies (which inflicts heavier economic damage
and tends to be a more serious
response), although it promised
to do so on November 19. As the
standoff between protesters and
police continues, foreign allies
remain extremely influential due
to their ability to place economic and political pressure on the
Lukashenko administration.
Lukashenko, however, is not
the only one fretting about the
outcome of the demonstrations
in Belarus. Because Belarus is
structurally and ethnically similar to Russia, the movement has
affected Putin’s own political
stability. Over the last twenty
years, he has maintained his vise
on power thanks to a brutally efficient mixture of intimidation,
oppression, and state-sponsored
violence. However, dictatorial
regimes only succeed so long as
citizens are legitimately intimidated by threats of violence.
Most citizens are unwilling to
air their private grievances for
fear of retribution, meaning that
they will be emboldened once

Belarusian police gaurd government building during protest.

the aura of state invincibility
fades and they start to believe in
their own solidarity.
Unfortunately for Putin, this
is precisely what is happening
around the country—and most
notably in Khabarovsk, a city in
Russia’s Far East. In September
2018, Sergei Furgal—an opposition candidate—won the gubernatorial election despite President Putin’s backing of Furgal’s
rival. Furgal’s success was generally regarded as a massive upset,
and the Moscow Times wrote
that “Protest-minded voters in
the region back then were ready
to vote for anyone in order to
defeat the candidate backed by
the regime.” In July 2020, Furgal
was arrested on charges of involvement in multiple murders.
Furgal has vehemently denied
the allegations, and an anonymous employee of the Russian
presidential administration has
since revealed that the arrest
was “only about the politics” and
“not about the murder. In response to what many felt was a
wholly political protest, tens of
thousands showed up to protest
in Khabarovsk. On their own,
the protests simply marked the
gradual deterioration of Putin’s
power, especially in the Far Eastern region of Russia. However,
once the protests in Belarus began to take shape after its sham
election in August, protesters in
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By Neil Shen
Khabarovsk started chanting
slogans such as “long live Belarus.” For oppressive regimes,
which rely on creating the illusions that dissenters are alone in
their beliefs, this is worrying.
With this understanding, Russian opposition candidate Alexei
Navalny ’s poisoning on August
20 of 2020, can be interpreted as
a frantic attempt to prevent democracy from gaining any more
ground in the Russian sphere of
influence. Many view Navalny as
the candidate with the most considerable chance of ousting Putin; Navalny has rapidly risen in
popularity over the last few years
due to his anti-corruption work
within the Russian government.
To attempt such a high-profile
assassination is a risky political gambit (to say nothing of
its moral abhorrence). Putin has
shown his hand and revealed his
fears of usurpation by attempting to silence Navalny—that
Navalny survived means that he
will likely gain more supporters
as the government receives more
backlash.
However, all this is not to say
that a popular revolution in Russia looks imminent or even likely. Although dictatorships may
seem on the verge of collapse, it
is difficult to predict when they
actually dissolve. What ’s more,
the destabilization of neighboring Belarus may even offer Russia an opportunity to take control. In mid-September, Russia
agreed to loan 1.5 billion dollars to Belarus—although it is
unclear what Belarus provided
in return, some have speculated
that Russia may have demanded
political compliance.
Conjectures aside, civil unrest
remains a growing concern for
Lukashenko and Putin. As their
economies slump (oil, whose
demand has fallen sharply due
to reduced travel and industrial output from the pandemic,
makes up nearly 30% of Russia’s
GDP) and voices of opposition
grow louder, they will find that
they can no longer appease their
citizens. The outcome may be
uncertain, but it is clear that
the next few months will be a
tumultuous time for politics in
the region.
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BIDEN’S CABINET OF CENTRISTS AND
EX-OBAMA OFFICIALS
BY Emma Jing

A

s he prepares to assume
the presidency on January
20, Joe Biden toes a fine
political line with his Cabinet
appointments. Biden is a career
centrist Democrat with a history
of valuing his personal relationships in Washington over more
sound policy picks in his staff.
And I mostly get it: with his
prospects of either a razor-thin
Democratic majority in the Senate or Mitch McConnell at the
helm of a Republican Senate,
the Biden administration will
face some tough confirmation
hearings ahead.
This past election, the Democratic party was the most divided
in history. The Biden campaign
needed the younger, diverse,
progressive vote that supported
Bernie Sanders in the primaries to win the general election.
Progressive voters rallied behind
Joe Biden and fueled his victory over Donald Trump after
being promised a considerable
progressive presence (beginning
with the appointment of progressive top officials) in the new
administration — Biden even
labeled himself as a “transition
president ” towards progressive
values. At this point, the question is whether Biden will make
good on his campaign promise
to progressives or fall through
on that promise like so many of
his predecessors in the Oval Office. Thus far, I don’t think he
will follow through.
I recognize that Biden is doing
a better job of including racial,
gender, and political diversity

My problem with
his current Cabinet
choices is simple:
Biden repeatedly
passes up progressive
candidates for major
Cabinet positions.
in his Cabinet than Trump and
Obama. But the bar should be
higher. Like many other progressives, I would like to see a significant change from the Obama
administration in Biden’s appointments. My problem with
his current Cabinet choices is
simple: Biden repeatedly passes up progressive candidates for
major Cabinet positions. The
progressive wing of the party is
essentially being shoved to the

President-elect Joe Biden with Antony Blinken, Susan Rice, and John Kerry in 2012.

side in his latest Cabinet picks.
So far, the influence of left-wing
groups has stopped at nixing the
inclusion of overtly conservative candidates in Biden’s shortlists—like Michael Morrell,
a candidate for CIA Director
closely tied to destructive post911 counterterrorism policies.
On Friday, December 11,
Biden announced his pick for
Agriculture Secretary: Tom Vilsack, who served as the eightyear Obama Agriculture Secretary. This choice was made
despite the Congressional Black
Caucus’s support of Rep. Marcia Fudge, who was appointed
as Housing and Urban Development Secretary instead, for the
agriculture position because of
her work lobbying about food
insecurity and racial inequality. Progressives are enthusiastic
about Fudge’s calls to preserve
the federal food stamps program
as a longtime member of the
House Agriculture Committee.
We need new voices in the Cabinet, and Biden’s appointment
only showed a digression from
that promise.
Vilsack’s appointment comes
after Biden nominated Antony Blinken—former Obama
National Security Advisor and
Biden’s personal friend—as Secretary of State and Susan Rice,
another former Obama National Security Advisor and ambassador to the U.N., as Domestic

Policy Committee (DPC) Chair.
Then we have former Secretary
of State John Kerry, who is indisputably a high-profile moderate
Democrat and former Secretary
of State, set to fill the newly instituted position of Special Envoy to the President on Climate.
While I do support Biden’s commitment to combating climate
change, Kerry is just another established moderate voice where
we need progressive solutions.
All of these nominations point
to centrists and former Obamaera officials dominating within
the Biden Cabinet, a fact that
makes me quite uneasy.
All of this is not to say that
Biden hasn’t taken steps to fulfill his campaign commitments.
He appointed Janet Yellen, a
progressive female candidate, for
Secretary of the Treasury along
with Katherine Tai as U.S. Trade
Representative and Gen. Lloyd
Austin as Defense Secretary. After the Congressional Hispanic
Caucus pushed for more representation, Biden nominated Alejandro Mayorkas for Homeland
Security Secretary and Xavier
Becerra as Health and Human
Services Secretary, which will
undoubtedly play a significant
role in the management of the
coronavirus pandemic. All of
these appointments are coupled
with the entrance of Kamala
Harris in the vice presidency,
who will play as a more progres-
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sive advocate to Biden. The incoming administration also reaffirmed civil rights leaders this
week of his commitment to prioritizing civil rights issues and
the inclusion of black and POC
voices in his administration. I
urge Biden to honor his promise
for diverse voices by appointing
more progressives in his remaining selections to complement his
largely establishment Cabinet
— like Rep. Deb Haaland, who
would represent an indigenous
voice in a historically oppressive position for her community,
over Sen. Tom Udall for Interior
Secretary.
I see signs in the incoming
Biden administration of their
commitment to change and inclusion. But for right now, barring any significant changes
in his potential appointments,
Biden’s Cabinet is not exactly what I hoped for. What I
am hopeful for, however, is the
Biden administration’s openness to listen to popular advocacy and suggestions: a welcome
change from the previous White
House. Would I like to see more
progressivism and continued diversity in the Biden presidency?
Yes. His Cabinet appointments
are the first misstep, but I want
to see substantial executive action and systemic legislative
change under a Biden White
House to feel comfortable.
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THE EFFECT OF THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION’S
REPORTED PLANS TO HALVE THE NUMBER OF TROOPS
IN AFGHANISTAN
BY DanielWaheed

O

n November 16, President
Donald Trump’s administration announced a plan
to halve the current number
of troops in Afghanistan, from
about 4500 to 2500. The current secretary of defense Chris
Miller declared that by January
15, roughly 2000 soldiers would
be pulled out of Afghanistan, in
addition to a withdrawal of 500
soldiers from Iraq. Considering
the 2000 soldiers removed from
Afghanistan earlier this year,
this trend of the U.S. departure from Afghanistan is unsettling. There were approximately
100,000 troops in Afghanistan a
decade ago, 12,000 in February.
The potential cut to a degree
of just thousands now could be
the first step in creating a power
vacuum that none other than the
Taliban would seize.
Negotiations between U.S.
officials and the Taliban leaders started in September. The
subject: a quid pro quo. In exchange for the Taliban vowing
to prevent other terrorist organizations, such as al Qaeda, from
operating in Afghanistan, or at
least the domain of the Taliban,
and initiating peace talks with
the Afghan government, the
U.S. would gradually withdraw
all troops from Afghanistan, to
leave it for the taking.
In an interview with the Wall
Street Journal, Azizi, a fighter for the Taliban, said, “ When
U.S. forces leave Afghanistan,
the Taliban will implement our
law on the Afghan government,
either by dialogue or by force…
We will follow the same Shariah system in Kabul as we do in
the provinces.” The Taliban con-

American troops in Afghanistan.

trolling virtually all of Afghanistan isn’t an unlikely rumor or
prediction—a
representative
from the Taliban clearly stated
the intention of the group. The
perverted system of “sharia law”
in Kabul entails oppression, a
severe predicament of inequality,
and an overall harsh manner of
life; this could be spread to the
rest of Afghanistan.
Essentially, this agreement for
the U.S. to revoke its military
presence, which is underway,
would be catastrophic, not only
in terms of the U.S. regional
influence. The Taliban expects
it to be upheld under a Biden
presidency, per threats of “warmongering circles.” However,
President-Elect Joe Biden’s intentions are obscure. Albeit to
honor the agreement and peace
talks that began in September,
the current administration’s
decision to bring troops back
home would be detrimental for
the one subject that hasn’t been
mentioned thus far: the Afghani
people.
With no U.S. presence to oppose the Taliban, the group
would prevail over the country
and all the provinces therein.
Though the Taliban promises
“peace,” who would be there to
enforce it, considering a lack of
U.S. presence? Additionally, if,
theoretically, the Taliban were
to uphold their end of the handshake deal, there is a chasm between the Taliban’s definition
of “peace” and its definition to
the West. To the West, peace is
not only equality but equity. To
the Taliban, the state of order is
suppressing women, and polarizing children, who comprise 50%
of the population, to be the next
generation of fighters. Further,
Talmiz Ahamd from Arab News

highlights the primary concern
among critics of a wholly Taliban-ruled Afghanistan: “Between July and September [of
2020], nearly 900 people were
killed and more than 1,500 injured, a 45 percent increase in
the number of casualties compared with the previous three
months. The violence included Taliban attacks on Afghan
forces, sieges of enclaves in the
south, targeted assassinations
and extensive collateral damage
to civilians.” During peace talks
with the U.S., when there was
still a residual U.S. presence in
Afghanistan, the Taliban continued to wage war on innocent
people. An absence of a force
enshrining the values the West
holds dear could entail far more
violence, with Afghan people
being at the center of it all.
Moreover, the U.S. pulling
out of Afghanistan gives leaders
of the Taliban and its allies in
the shadows, such as al Qaeda,
a successful story. With solely
political motives, these groups
will have a solidified narrative
due to a lack of U.S. military
presence. The narrative being
indirectly set in stone is these
groups’ efforts to drive the U.S.
out and claim the state for itself
have been successful. This could
increase the impetus to polarize
and recruit and expand repugnant ideals, which would first
negatively affect (conservatively
speaking) Afghans, then have a
larger, unprecedented regional
effect on surrounding states.
It ’s unclear whether President
Trump and his administration
are attempting to do good, trying to bring the soldiers back
before Christmas for the sake
of those soldiers and what they
deserve, or

if there is a clandestine, political agenda at heart. For long,
President Trump has made the
ending of long-standing wars
an integral part of his campaigns. Still, now that he faces
an end to his time in the White
House, it is possible that the
President ’s wishes are to simply
seal his presidential record and
to set himself up for a future in
politics. Whatever the case may
be, troop withdrawal would be a
mistake. However, the President
fails to see that and has no practical, utilitarian justification for
listening to the Taliban.
Although Congress recently moved to block U.S. troop
withdrawal from Afghanistan
by passing the $740 billion National Defense Authorization
Act for fiscal 2021, which would
block funding for reducing the
number of U.S. troops in Afghanistan from 4500 to 2500 by
January 15 next year, the President has threatened to veto the
bill, and likely will in the coming days.
We should be concerned, as
humans who care about other humans. Dr. Thomas Parker,
who has worked with the President, Secretary of Defense, Congress, and Intelligence agencies
over the course of 30 years, puts
the quandary at hand simply:
“As bad as things are currently
in Afghanistan, violence would
get worse in the wake of a total
withdrawal. Afghanistan over
the last two decades has made
considerable progress in economic growth, social advancement, and the status of women...
if you are looking for a tribute
to human endurance, look at today ’s Afghans... The withdrawal
would end all this.”
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